Spring 2014 Immigration Panel

Featuring Houston-area scholars from the
Metropolises’ Responses to Migration and Urban Growth Project
A transnational research consortium coordinated by Rice University and
Fudan University of Shanghai, China

Friday, April 25
2-3:30pm
Science and Engineering (SEC) 205

“The Southwestern Strategy: Contemporary Uses of Immigration and Race as
Code-Words in GOP Presidential Discourse”

Dr. Jessica Brown, University of Houston

“Assimilation and Transformation through Healthcare:
The Case of Houston Foreign-born Healthcare Workers”

Dr. Stephen M. Cherry, University of Houston-Clear Lake

“Trust in the Bayou City: Individual and Contextual Predictors of Generalized
Trust in a Local Context”

Research Fellows Kiara Douds and Jie Wu,
Rice University

“Mexican and Central American Immigrant Organizing: Local Justice Struggles
in a Global City”

Dr. Christine Kovic, University of Houston-Clear Lake

“The Immigrant Experience: Houstonians' Family Attitudes and Behavior”

Dr. Amy E. Lucus, University of Houston-Clear Lake

The panel will be followed by a Q&A period and light refreshments.